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Hello and welcome everyone! I’m Alison Wohlers, the WEST Program Manager and I will be taking us through the first half of this webinar. 
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We have, essentially, a two-part webinar for you today. Roughly the first thirty minutes we are going to devote to a general program refresher. So we’ll go through the components you see on the left side of the agenda - how we got here, what drives us, the key features of the program, who’s involved, governance, and our collaborations with other organizations. Then, my colleague Anna is going take over the second half of the agenda to dig into some specifics of the archiving work we do in WEST, which is core to the program, and what is coming up for Cycles 12 & 13, our next two years of archiving work. At the end of webinar there will be a few slides on how you can find more information about WEST, how we communicate with you on an ongoing basis, and some exciting shared print events that are upcoming. We’ll have opportunities throughout for your questions, but please feel free also to drop questions into the chat at any time. 



WEST Program Refresher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I will get us started with the Program Refresher.



A Brief History

New Directions 
& Opportunities

Refining, 
enhancing, 
expanding 
opportunities 
and value

2019-present

Transition to 
sustainability

Became fully 
member 
sustained;  co-
founded 
national 
collaboration 
(Rosemont)

2016-2018

Phase 2 -
Expansion

Extended the 
work begun in 
Phase 1

2014-2016

Phase 1 -
Implementation

Established 
shared print 
collections at 
multiple 
libraries and 
storage 
facilities

2011-2013

Planning 
Phase

Outlined 
business 
model, 
validation 
standards, and 
disclosure plan 

2009-2010
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WEST is one of the earliest shared print programs, founded in 2010 with financial support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The Mellon Foundation supplied grant money that supported the initial one-year planning phase for WEST and subsidized two three-year phases that helped our program built a robust foundation of partners, workflows, and policies. After Phase 2, WEST successfully transitioned to being fully sustained by a membership cost-share. During that transition period, WEST also built connections with peer programs across the country and co-founded the first national federation of shared print programs - the Rosemont Shared Print Alliance, which I will discuss in more detail later on in the presentation. Since transitioning to sustainability WEST has worked to refine its models, enhance its operations, and increase the return on investment for its members. 



Vision, Mission, & Guiding Principles
Vision: Reliable, innovative, and lasting preservation to ensure ready availability 
of the print scholarly record through a distributed network of committed and 
trusted partners sharing responsibility, stewardship, and decision-making.

Mission: To collaboratively develop, manage, and coordinate the identification, 
retention, and registration of a shared, distributed collection of print content 
across libraries, thus enabling discovery, access, and informed decision-making 
by member institutions. 

Guiding Principles
Shared Responsibility and Stewardship Trust and Transparency
Inclusion and Diversity Equity
Collaboration Sustainability and Resilience
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WEST Vision, Mission, and Guiding Principles: https://cdlib.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/WEST-Vision-Statement-Mission-and-Guiding-Principles.pdf Just last year, we went through a process in WEST to articulate and codify our shared vision, mission, and guiding principles for the program. That is not to say we were not operating without clear objectives, but we had not worked framed those objectives previous in the form of program vision, mission, and guiding principles. In 2019, after completing a program assessment and strategic planning session a recommendation was affirmed to clearly articulate these foundational concepts to guide: program evaluation strategic expansion or changes in services, scope, and membershipcooperation with other organizations Our historical objectives remain very central in our vision and mission - a commitment to the preservation of print, a commitment to providing access to that preserved print collection, and a commitment to providing support to libraries in making informed decisions about their own collections and physical space in relation to preserved and available WEST archived collection. What is newly emphasized in our vision and mission is the important of ready availability, so finding new ways to ensure and enhance the easy discovery of and access to the WEST archived collections that we preserve collaboratively. There’s room in this vision and mission for new creative thinking about how we achieve that lasting preservation and ready availability. One of the recurring themes in our guiding principles is the value of making participation in the WEST program possible and relevant for many types libraries. A diverse range of institutions and individuals strengthens the print collection we preserve and helps ensure it is representative of the many communities we all aim to serve. Having a wide range of participants and ways of participating also helps with our overall sustainability. From different angle, we affirm in our principles that to fulfill our vision and achieve our mission, we cannot work in isolation, but are stronger by partnering with like-minded organizations like our peers in the Rosemont Shared Print Alliance, so we’re building a much larger, harmonized network of assurance with more redundancies to ensure the print’s survival and availability. 



Key Features of WEST

❖ Biennial collection analysis, titles prioritized by risk categories
❖ Distributed journal archives held in storage facilities and 

libraries
❖ Access for all WEST members
❖ Analysis tools for member collection comparison and decision 

making
❖ In-house development resources to meet member needs
❖ Regular program assessment
❖ Collaboration with the wider community to develop policies, 

practices, and technology that support the responsible 
management of our print collections at the national scale
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For more information on tools available to WEST members:WEST’s in-house decision support tool, “AGUA”: https://agua.cdlib.org/west/aboutUniversity of Florida Journal Retention and Needs Listing (JRNL) tool: https://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/JRNLAnother great resource is the Print Archive Preservation Registry (PAPR), which is hosted by the Center for Research Libraries: http://papr.crl.edu/ We share a similar vision and mission to other large-scale regional shared print programs in the country, but many of the ways we fulfill our vision and achieve mission remain somewhat unique to this program. A major thing that sets WEST apart from other programs is our regular in-house biennial collections analysis, where we analyze holdings across the membership, identify titles for archiving and make proposals to the optimal holding libraries. This is a data-driven process by which WEST libraries share responsibility for protecting and providing access to the print journal record.Building on that theme of shared responsibility, WEST is a distributed archive, which means that the collections are retained in libraries and storage facilities across the western region of the US rather than being stored in a central facility. When an Archiver commits to archive a journal for WEST, they commit to retaining it until a set date (12/31/2035) and in the type of facility prescribed for its risk level. Along with retaining and storing the journals for WEST, Archivers also make them available to members as needed. Access has been a part of the program from its inception, but how we facilitate that in the most effective way is something we’re trying to expand and enhance. Per our vision and our mission we aim to make the WEST archives actionable for members and therefore provide analysis tools through which members can compare their local holdings against the archives and now also against unarchived holdings in WEST in order to make decisions about what to keep on site in their collections and what might be accessed through the WEST committed and archived materials instead. Some of these tools are developed in house because we do have development resources (a really fantastic technical team) that allows us to meet member needs and constantly improve our analysis capabilities in the program. But we also connect members to other tools, such the Journal Retention and Needs Listing Tool, which is developed and maintained by the University of Florida. In all of this we are committed to regularly assessing the program and trying to respond to new needs and the feedback of our members. We are also committed to collaboration with a wider community so that WEST members are part of something larger and interconnected. 



Membership

65 institutions west of 
the Mississippi
• 6 Archive Builders
• 34 Archive Holders
• 25 Non-Archive Holders
o 6 Past members who 

remain Archive Holders
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WEST’s members drive these significant undertakings with their contributions of staff time, member fees, and overall dedication to the vision and mission of the program. Members include 65 academic and research libraries west of the Mississippi who can play different roles in the Archiving work of the collaboration depending on their needs and capacity. Non-Archive Holders do not retain materials for WEST. But they are significant contributors through donating volumes to archivers in order to complete the archived journal runs. Archive Holders retain lower-risk materials, called “Bronze.” Archiving Bronze is fairly low effort because there is no physical validation required and the titles can be held in open stacks. This makes the role of Archive Holder an accessible one for many members. Archive Builders archive higher-risk materials, “Silver” and “Gold.” They perform physical validation for completeness and condition, actively seek to fill gaps in their local collections to complete the backfile, and store the materials in secure facilities with access and environmental controls. So these are high-value, assured archives. It is the most complex role a member can play in WEST and because of the amount of work involved, Builders receive a subsidy for archived Silver and Gold titles. There are also six past members who continue to hold archived titles for WEST. It is an important aspect of the WEST membership agreement that, if for any reason an archiver has to end their membership, the archiving commitments they have made survive membership. This ensures the preservation network for all members who continue to leverage commitments in their decision-making. 
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To see WEST governance rosters: https://cdlib.org/west/about-west/governance/WEST has a robust governance structure that guides and oversees the work of the program. WEST’s administrative host is the California Digital Library, part of the University of California Office of the President. Anna and I are staff at CDL with primary responsibility for coordinating the WEST program. There are two WEST governance groups: the Executive Committee and the Operations and Collections Council. Exec focuses on strategic matters (including Membership and Finance, which you see here are subcommittees), while the OCC focuses on more operational issues, including overseeing the collections analysis and the development work. The Archive Builders Forum isn’t a decision making body, but it is a standing advisory and discussion group that the OCC can draw on as needed.WEST is also a founding member of the Rosemont Shared Print Alliance. Members of the WEST Executive Committee serve on the Rosemont Executive Committee (Michael Levine-Clark from WEST Exec is the 2022 Rosemont Exec Chair); Anna and I serve on the Operations Committee (composed mainly of program staff).
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Charge: Review and 
revise, as necessary, the 
WEST borrowing and 
lending documentation 
and lending statistics 
reporting practices

Resource SharingDisclosure & Validation 
Standards

Charge: Review and 
revise as necessary the 
WEST Disclosure Policy 
and Validation 
Standards

Charge: Take up the 
question of expanding 
WEST’s scope to include 
non-journal formats 
(analog or digital) and/or 
to collaborate with non -
journal shared print 
programs.

Non-journal Formats
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This year, we also have three working groups currently charged with reviewing different aspects of the WEST program. Two (DVS and RS) are largely focused on reviewing and updating existing policies; the NjF group is investigating potential areas for expanding WEST’s scope. We’re anticipating that their work will wrap up in 2022.



WEST and Rosemont

The Vision
To ensure the preservation and availability of print journal 

literature.

Member Programs

BTAA CRL EAST
FLARE WEST

Scholars Trust (ASERL & WRLC)
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Alison 1 minFor the chat: https://www.rosemontsharedprintalliance.org/ The Vision:  To ensure the preservation and availability of print journal literature.The Mission:  To collaboratively develop, manage and coordinate the identification, retention, registration, discovery of and access toa shared, distributed collection of print journals in the United States.Six programs





WEST and Rosemont

Areas of Focus for 2022
❖ Potential coordination with storage partners
❖ Guidelines for gap-filling across programs
❖ Cross-program resource sharing
❖ Last Known Copy Initiative
❖ Collaboration with other national partner organizations
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Areas of focusInvestigating the opportunity for Rosemont to coordinating long-term storage for retentions under specific circumstances. Establishing guidelines for gap-filling across the different programs - so expanding our abilities to complete the archived and retained journal runs by drawing on a much larger universe of librariesInvestigating opportunities to facilitate cross-program resource sharing of commitments and analyzing use patterns for shared printLast Known Copy Initiative, Rosemont will continue to facilitate the retention of over 60K titles identified as last copies across the over 150 librariesCollaboration with other national organizations - including two I will touch on: The Partnership for Shared Book Collections and the CDL, CRL, and HathiTrust Shared Print Collaboration 



Beyond Rosemont 

Connections to monograph shared print programs

Advancing shared print’s transition to a new phase of 
integration across the collections lifecycle
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For more information on these collaborations:Partnership for Shared Book Collections: https://sharedprint.org/CDL, CRL & HathiTrust Shared Print Collaboration: https://www.cchcollab.org/ Partnership emerged in 2018 and 2019 and is now made up of 16 individual shared print monograph programs; increasingly Rosemont and the Partnership are working together where needs overlap between serials and monographs and that collaboration between the two federations is expected to continue and likely expand in the future. The final national effort I want to highlight is the CDL, CRL, and HT collaboration for shared print. These three organizations came together in January 2020 to draw the step into a facilitative leadership role, to gather the threads of the broader community’s considerable efforts and to advance shared print’s transition to a new phase of integration and interoperability.



Questions?
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And now I’m going to turn things over to Anna Striker to take us through one of the big projects coming up for WEST this year - Cycles 12 and 13 collections analysis and archiving proposals. 



WEST Archiving Info Session
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Presentation Notes
Thanks Alison. In this section I’ll give a brief overview of WEST archiving and the progress we’ve made over the years, then get more specific and talk about the upcoming analysis, the steps that are involved, what we’re hoping to achieve, and how you can help.



Characteristic Bronze Silver Gold
Risk profile of title Low risk Moderate risk Higher risk
Physical holdings 
verified, summary 
holdings updated

Not required Yes Yes

Validation standards None required
Volume-level

Completeness only

Issue-level

Completeness and 
Condition

Gap filling required? No (at holder’s 
discretion)

Yes (active) Yes (active)

Storage Open stacks or storage Secure storage facility Secure storage facility

Disclosure Batch loaded, LHRs w/ 
583 fields

LHRs w/ 583 fields, + 
outcomes of validation

LHRs w/ 583 fields, + 
outcomes of validation

WEST Archive Types

Archive Type = Level of Archiving Effort
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When we talk about archiving in WEST, you’ll hear us talk a lot about Archive Types. Archive Types are unique to WEST, and are how we sort titles into risk groups, which dictate what actions libraries take when archiving them. A title is assigned to an archive type based on its electronic availability, and titles with less electronic availability require more strenuous validation during archiving.This matrix describes the different Archive Types, and shows how the “risk profile” translates into different levels of effort from the Archiver. Low risk journals require lower effort, higher risk journals require higher effort. Bronze: Titles that are in Portico, CLOCKSS, JSTOR, and, new in Cycles 12 & 13, HathiTrust Digital Library. Considered low-risk because they have reliable electronic access (if the physical copy is lost users can still access the content). These titles aren’t validated during archiving, instead relying on “lots of copies” in different locations and formats to provide access to the full run.Silver: Titles that have electronic indexing and abstracting plus some full text availability, but are not considered reliably available in their full run. These are considered to be at moderate risk, because there is limited ongoing access. These are validated at the volume level for completeness only. Gold: Titles that have some electronic indexing and abstract but no full text, or no electronic access points at all (that we can determine). These are considered high risk, since loss of the physical copy could significantly impact users’ access to the content. These are validated at the issue level for completeness and condition.Archive Builders are the only members proposed Silver and Gold. They have the staff to conduct validation and issue gap requests and the facilities to store the materials. They are compensated for their work on these titles.



Archiving Progress Cycles 1-10

WEST Archived 
Holdings

WEST Bronze 17,011

WEST Silver 8,988

WEST Gold 9,061

Grand Total 35,060
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This model has served us very well. Since Cycle 1 (in 2011), WEST members have archived over 35,000 holdings for nearly 33,000 distinct titles. Roughly half of the WEST Archives are Bronze materials (archived with no validation or storage requirements), with the remainder split evenly between the higher-effort Silver and Gold Archive Types. Cycle 11 archiving is currently underway, so these numbers will continue to go up.



WEST Collections Analysis & Archiving Timeline

Cycles 12 & 13 Steps:
❖ Unarchived holdings submission - complete!
❖ Holdings location review - in progress
❖ Collections analysis - Spring-Summer 2022

➢ Automated quantitative analysis by AGUA enhanced by 
qualitative analysis and rebalancing results

❖ Archiving proposals review and commitment - Fall 2022
❖ Cycle 12 archiving begins - Fall 2022
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As mentioned earlier, WEST conducts a collections analysis every two years to identify titles to archive. We’re currently in the preparatory stages of the analysis for Cycles 12 & 13 archiving, which is when we ingest all of the information we need in order to make decisions about what titles to propose for archiving. Members have completed their first step–unarchived holdings submission–and are currently working on the second listed here–holdings location review. I’ll talk about this location review step in more depth in a few slides.After you submit your location selections we’ll start the collections analysis in earnest. This is a pretty intensive process: AGUA produces an initial, automated set of proposals based on its quantitative analysis of your data and all the other information we include in the dataset. The OCC reviews the initial findings and makes adjustments based on a number of factors. Once the OCC finalizes its recommendations, Exec reviews and endorses them, and then the archiving proposals are distributed to members for review and commitment selection. After you’ve submitted your commitment decisions, you start on the actual archiving work.



Previous Cycles Cycles 12 & 13

❖ Participation limited to 
Full Members

❖ Focus on widely-held 
titles

❖ Archiving proposals 
limited to Archive 
Holders/Builders

❖ Participation open to 
ALL members

❖ Focus on scarcely-held 
and unique titles

❖ Archiving proposals 
open to ALL members 
(does not commit you to 
archiving!)

Cycles 12 & 13
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While this overall process hasn’t changed for Cycles 12 & 13, our priorities have shifted a little. In previous Cycles WEST limited participation to only Full members, focused on identifying widely-held titles in order to create the most opportunities space reallocation at member libraries, and only looked to established Archive Holders and Builders to archive new titles. In Cycles 12 & 13, we’re revisiting all of these established priorities. Over the past few years we’ve made significant enhancements to the AGUA system that have sped up staff processes, so ALL members, Full and Supporting, were invited to participate in this collections analysis. Additionally, there have been several projects across the shared print community that have highlighted just how many titles are scarcely held that haven’t been retained for shared print, so for Cycles 12 & 13 WEST is going to focus on identifying those scarce and uniquely-held materials for archiving. To support this, ALL members are invited to participate in the analysis as Archive Holders so we can get a clear sense of what titles are truly scarcely held in WEST, and who we can ask to archive them for the group. I should note here that participating in the analysis doesn’t commit you to actually archiving materials for WEST, but we will highly encourage all participants to accept any proposals so that we can protect these at-risk materials.



Why scarce and unique materials?

❖ Success capturing widely-held titles = steady drop in 
average duplication across membership

❖ System enhancements that support new insights into 
WEST member collections and comparison against 
other groups

❖ Rosemont Last Known Copy Initiative Pilot Project
❖ Protecting the full print journal record, not just the 

popular print journal record
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This shift in priorities (focusing on scarcely held titles instead of widely held ones) is the result of a number of converging circumstances. Firstly, WEST has had great success over the years identifying and archiving those widely held titles, and as a result we’ve seen a steady decline in the average duplication across WEST when we do our analysis. We also made a few enhancements to the AGUA system that give us new insights into WEST member collections, and allow us to compare against other groups like Rosemont and overall OCLC holdings, so we can see not only what’s scarcely held in WEST but also see what’s scarcely held relative to the big picture.This is also a timely pivot that aligns with other efforts in the broader shared print community. In 2021 Rosemont conducted a pilot project with several of the member programs to identify and retain Last Known Copies in some of the programs’ libraries: this was a highly successful project, and participants and leadership alike were very enthusiastic about extending this work into the programs. With the enhancements we’ve made to the AGUA system, WEST has an opportunity to contribute to this work on a large scale and help protect the full print journal record, not just the popular print journal record, to ensure it’s available for current and future generations of scholars.To that end, we’re inviting and encouraging all WEST members that are participating in the analysis to participate as Archive Holders so we can identify titles that are truly scarcely held and make sure we’re protecting those niche and unique materials, regardless of where they are.



Join Us!

❖ Designate locations eligible 
for Archiving Proposal

❖ Review archiving proposals 
and make commitment 
selections
➢ If a first-time Holder, sign 

Archive Holder Amendment to 
Member Agreement

WhatHow
❖ Update records with 

commitment information
❖ Disclose commitments to 

WEST and other outlets
❖ Hold materials for WEST 

through 2035
❖ Provide access to WEST 

and Rosemont members
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We’ve talked about what it means to WEST to have all of you participate in Cycles 12 & 13 as Archive Holders, but we haven’t yet talked about what it would mean to you to make that decision. Let’s talk about how to become an Archive Holder, and what that would mean.The first step is the holdings location review, which members are currently working on. In this step you tell us which locations to leave out of the analysis, and whether you want to participate as an Archive Holder by leaving some or all of your locations eligible for archiving proposal. I’ll talk about this in more depth on the next slide. After all members have finished reviewing their locations and made their selections, WEST conducts its collections analysis.If we identify journals in your collection that meet our priorities for Cycles 12 & 13, we propose them to you for archiving. At that point you review the proposals and make your selections, saying which ones you will agree to hold for WEST in the long term.WEST asks all Archivers to sign an Amendment to their Member Agreement that indicates their agreement to uphold the WEST Archive Holder Responsibilities. If this is your first time accepting archiving proposals, we’ll work with you to get this Amendment prepared.Once you’ve made your commitments and signed the Amendment to your Member Agreement, you’ll start on the archiving work:Update your local records with the WEST commitment information. We provide documentation on this so you know what to add and where.Disclose your commitments by sharing your records with WEST (who will share them with CRL for inclusion in the PAPR database) and updating your records in OCLC to reflect their shared print statusHold the materials you commit to retain through the end of the retention period, currently the end of 2035Provide access to the archived materials to WEST and Rosemont members. This is typically done through document delivery, but if users want to see the full volume we ask that Archivers send it to them through established ILL channels.



Holdings Location Review

AGUA dashboard: Holdings review page:

Presenter
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I mentioned that currently members are working on reviewing their holdings locations, so I want to give an overview of that process. These screenshots show the link to click on the AGUA dashboard in order to access the holdings review page, and then a screenshot of the holdings review page itself. When you first open this page, all of these checkboxes will be blank. To participate in the analysis as a Holder, simply leave the Holder Proposal Exclusion boxes unchecked for some or all of your locations (please do exclude any Special Collections or non-print, non-journal locations). When you’re finished, click the submit button at the bottom of the page. And that’s it! 



In Summation…

Archive for 
WEST!

❖ What: Prioritizing scarce and uniquely 
held materials
➢ Analyzing relative scarcity in WEST, 

Rosemont, and OCLC
❖ Who: All WEST members are invited 

to participate as Archive Holders
❖ How: 

➢ Now: Location selection in AGUA
➢ Later: Accept archiving proposals & 

sign Archive Holder Amendment
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To summarize, this is a great time to start archiving with WEST! We want to see your niche, specialized, and scarce materials, and we want to make sure they’re protected and available for current and future scholars, and the best way we can do that is in these big group analyses.



Questions?



Information and Communication

❖ Resources for Archivers: https://cdlib.org/west/west-
archives/resources-for-archivers/

❖ WEST feedback form: https://cdlib.org/west/contact-west/
❖ WEST Blog: 

https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/category/collections/west/
❖ WEST listservs: 

➢ WEST-Archivers-L
➢ WESTInfo-L (WEST newsletter)

❖ WEST project team: west-staff-l@listserv.ucop.edu

For list descriptions and instructions on 
joining: https://cdlib.org/west/mailing-lists/

Presenter
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Before we wrap up the overview, I want to give a few final resources for information and communication. On the WEST website we have a space dedicated to supporting WEST Archivers, which includes links to policy and operational documents. We also have a feedback form on the website to help encourage communication back to the program, and to give a clear path to submitting feedback and suggestions on policies to help improve them.We have a few different outlets where we share information about the program and our different activities. We have a blog on our website where we share timely information about the program and items of interest in the wider community. We also have a number of listservs set up that help us communicate with people who play different roles at the member institutions, plus a general interest listserv where we distribute our newsletter, which includes information about program activities, shared print news and events, and other topics that may be of interest to WEST members. If you want to sign up for these lists you can find instructions on that Mailing Lists page on the WEST website, or you can email me and I can set that up for you. Finally, the WEST project team. We have a generic listserv that you can use to get in touch with us, or you can just email us directly with your questions or comments. 

https://cdlib.org/west/west-archives/resources-for-archivers/
https://cdlib.org/west/contact-west/
https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/category/collections/west/
mailto:west-staff-l@listserv.ucop.edu
https://cdlib.org/west/mailing-lists/


Upcoming shared print events 

❖ Print Archive Network (PAN) Forum
➢ Friday Jan 21, 9-11am PT / 11am-1pm CT

❖ CCH post-summit webinar
➢ Monday Jan 24, 8-9am PT / 10-11am CT

❖ Post-PAN watercooler
➢ Monday Jan 24, 12-1pm PT / 2-3pm CT

❖ Joint Rosemont & Partnership meeting
➢ Tuesday Feb 8, 9am-12pm PT / 11am-2pm CT

Presenter
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Last but not least, there are several shared print events coming up that I want to share with you. Alison sent an email to all of the WEST listservs yesterday that included this information, but in case you haven’t seen that I wanted to highlight them here as well. I’m throwing this plus links to register for or join each meeting in the chat:Print Archive Network (PAN) ForumFriday Jan 21, 9-11am PT / 11am-1pm CThttps://www.crl.edu/events/pan-midwinter-2022CCH post-summit webinarMonday Jan 24, 8-9am PT / 10-11am CThttps://ucop.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMkdO2gqD4vG9fyPSbemFQArRGiGQbwO-IMPost-PAN watercoolerMonday Jan 24, 12-1pm PT / 2-3pm CThttps://us02web.zoom.us/j/83995112091?pwd=TzR3UEh0R01SYU53Rkg1eHl6S2pSUT09Meeting ID: 839 9511 2091Passcode: iEJYs1Joint Rosemont & Partnership meetingTuesday Feb 8, 9am-12pm PT / 11am-2pm CThttps://palni.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0tceGsrTsqHdRRm0zRiWevuDhlamlUF2EN



Thank you!
Please stay in touch with your questions and 

feedback. 

Alison Wohlers, WEST Program Manager
alison.wohlers@ucop.edu

Anna Striker, WEST Operations and Collections Analyst
anna.striker@ucop.edu 

https://cdlib.org/west/

mailto:alison.wohlers@ucop.edu
mailto:anna.striker@ucop.edu
https://cdlib.org/west/
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